
BOOK YOUR SEAT AT
THE BUSINESSALLIES
ROUNDTABLES

An alliance of 
like-minded business leaders

in South East Melbourne 



Magic happens
when a small
group of highly
motivated
entrepreneurs
get together.

 

Working as allies to share their 
passion for great business ideas, 
feeding on the enthusiasm of others.



Empowering
Business Leaders
BusinessAllies Roundtables are an alliance of entrepreneurial business
leaders committed to encouraging and supporting each other as businesses.

WORKING TOGETHER: BUSINESSALLIES ROUNDTABLES

Made up of business leaders who want to
accelerate their growth, BusinessAllies
Roundtables are monthly sessions that
provide an opportunity to challenge goals
and to support and advise peers as
likeminded professionals.

They share your challenges and
opportunities with abundance and the
collective wisdom benefits all. 

BusinessAllies Roundtables are for non-
competing businesses and structured
around teams of leaders from similar sized
businesses.

These like-minded entrepreneurs share
their challenges and opportunities
(knowing that these will be largely shared
by the group), and the collective wisdom
will benefit all.

From 7.00 am to 9.00 am (or by agreement
between members) and to be held over
breakfast. Members bring their own
perspectives and contribute to the points
under discussion. Insights and solutions
are shared with the group supportively
challenging each others' beliefs and
strategies.

$1,700 plus GST per 6 months.



Stronger together

“Business leaders shouldn't struggle alone striving to do the best by their
businesses. Opportunities exist to share their extraordinary capabilities
with other seasoned entrepreneurs passionate to share their business
ideas and to feed on the enthusiasm of others. 

Our job is to assist you to discover (or re-discover) your own capabilities
and to learn from your peers.

Based on our 30 years in business consulting,
entrepreneurs commit to sharing and supporting each
other through challenging business models and solutions. 

This happens in strictly respectful peer to peer
roundtables which are the best solutions to business
growth leadership”
- Frank Wyatt, Strategic Advisor, Enterprising Partnerships.

 



THE BUSINESS ALLIES ROUNDTABLE EXPERIENCE

Monthly meeting in person and enabled by a professional facilitator for two hours,
7.00 am - 9.00 am (or by agreement between participants)

$1,700 for six months plus GST.
 
Mentoring is offered at $300/hr minimum of 8 hours and skills training by
agreement.

BART EVENTS will be arranged bringing all the Roundtables together to network,
listen to guest speakers, and engage in learning together.
 
The Facilitator ensures members have time to contribute to the discussion bringing
their own perspectives, insights and solutions to be shared with others and
challenging each other’s strategies.
 

Membership
overview



What our
members say

“As the former CEO of Kingston Council for many years, I joined a group of business
owners or CEOs that met for 2 hours each month. These facilitated discussions
provided insights, informal mentoring, learning and business development
opportunities that we would otherwise not had. Conducted under Chatham House
Rules these meetings were energising and very often inspiring. Attending was
something all members looked forward to and their sustained success over more than
a decade in no small part was due to the Facilitator’s expertise, his own business
experiences and the knowledge and insights he brought to our discussions topped off
by his ability to succinctly summarise our discussions and learnings.” 

John Nevins, former CEO, KingstonCity Council

“During my time with the Roundtable, I met a range of very high calibre people and
decision-makers. The values of these entrepreneurs drive their business decisions and
sharing ideas with peers strengthens the resolve and innovativity of us all”. 

Michael Warshall, Chairman of The Board at Emotion Holdings, Emotion
Wedding Photography and Picturemaker Printing

“When I first joined a Roundtable, I was concerned about how business leaders would
view giving up 2 hours a month, but it quickly became clear that the Roundtable
contributed so much to their business solutions and planning that they were happy to
invest 2 hours and give back to the others in the group .”

Stephen Wooster, Independent Business Advisor

“I was impressed by how this Roundtable was facilitated and how the Facilitator could
extract from business leaders their own concerns, beliefs and fears to be shared with
other business leaders to support and contribute to each other whilst providing
invaluable implicit coaching and insights – it was well worth the time and investment
in joining”

Shannon Egglestone, CEO, Richstone Group



VLADIMIR FINN

Facilitator

Who is Vlad Finn?

This Roundtable has had only the best facilitation and
Vlad is no different with a professional career spanning
25 years in Executive and Director roles across multiple
sectors (services, super/finance/wealth, technology,
NewTechs, infrastructure in Australia and Asia.

Vlad has deep experience in B2B propositions. As an
organisational leader and strategist, Vladimir is hands-
on bringing innovative and transformational
opportunities to reality.

In his own right, he is a global Commercial Director of
SDGx, mobilising capital for sustainable development.

 

http://www.enterprisingpartnerships.com.au/


Book your seat

Frank Wyatt
Strategic Advisor
Enterprising Partnerships
frank@enterprisingpartnerships.com.au
0414 392 323
www.enterprisingpartnerships.com.au
Frank's LinkedIn

We can't wait to welcome you 
to the table

FURTHER INFORMATION OR TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST GO TO:
HTTPS://WWW.ENTERPRISINGPARTNERSHIPS.COM.AU/BUSINESSALLIES-
ROUNDTABLE-BART

http://www.enterprisingpartnerships.com.au/
https://www.enterprisingpartnerships.com.au/getting-back-to-business
http://www.enterprisingpartnerships.com.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-wyatt-9313741/
https://www.enterprisingpartnerships.com.au/businessallies-roundtable-bart

